
Balloon Cupcake Recipe                                      

Birthday, Sweet 16, Anniversary 

Small/centerpiece size 14” x 12” 
10- 5” latex pink (icing color) 
11- 9” latex white/brown (cake color) 
1 5” latex red 
4 160 balloons- any color 
Approx. cost product used $1.90.  Assembly -15 minutes. Multiple Centerpiece Price: 14.50 - $17 each 
          Inflate 5” balloons to 4”. Make 2 5 pack clusters.  From the bottom-without a cardboard base-make 
this piece as if you are making a garland….With monoline, wrap the 2 brown/bottom clusters together, 
one on top of each other.  
          Inflate the next 5 pack cluster using 9” pink balloons to 5.5” and wrap on top of your garland. . Last 

pink cluster inflate the 9” latex to 5” but make this a cluster of 6 balloons. When tying in the last cluster on 

your garland, the sixth balloon will automatically pop up and take the top position.  Inflate Cherry red 

balloon to 2.5” and adhere with Balloon bond or if you know how, use a raisin twist.                                                                                                                                  

Topping variations: Inflate 160’s cut and tie ends of short pieces or use foil glitter or hole punched color 

paper dots.  Adhere latex using Balloon Bond or glitter with Rubber cement.  **This can be made by using 

4 pack clusters instead, but it will not look as round. You can also add a cardboard cake plate to the 

bottom as a base for the stabilization of a centerpiece on a table (+cost $1.00)  If this is a Happy Birthday 

gift, then all kinds of ribbons, curley160’s and other air filled foil balloons on a stick can be added for cha 

ching upcharge on all these sizes.    

Large cup cake  Delivery or yard art   
Approx 36” high and 24 wide, Cost $5.00, Assembly 

Time is 25 minutes (more for sprinkles).  Yard art: 4 ft pvc secured 8” deep in  
grass. Wrap the garland sculpture on to the pole and twist clusters on at  
several locations.  Personalize. Price Depends on how much embellishment. 
1 piece starts at $30-45 plus delivery 

Directions If using all 11” latex- starting at the base: (PA size/Inches) 
* Teal 5 pack .4/5.25” 
*Teal  5 pack .6/7.25” 
* Pink 5 pack 1.1/9.5” 
*Pink 5 pack.6/7.25” 
*Pink single to be added to 5 pack 1.0/9” 
* 5” red single .3/3.5”  
Jumbo size using 16” balloons:   size 36” wide 46” tall.  Cost 7.49    
Time same.  Base price $50+ delivery+ 
* Teal 5 pack sized to  7”  use 11 latex 
*Teal  5 pack sized   9”   Use 11 latex  
* Pink 5 pack  12.5”  Use 16” 
*Pink 5 pack   9.25”  Use 16” 
*Pink single 16” to be added to 5 pack sized to 11” (top balloon) 
* 9” red single sized to 5.5 ” 


